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Molecular orientation arrangements in the smectic-C* variant liquid-crystal phases
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Recent experiments have identified three-layer and four-layer distorted helical structures in the smectic
liquid-crystal phases SmCFI1* and SmCFI2* , respectively. However, no theories have explained the existence of
all these phases. A discrete phenomenological model of the free-energy is analyzed and found to predict the
stability of distorted three-layer and four-layer structures, as well as simple helical solutions in smectic liquid
crystals. A simple physical picture is provided to explain the stability of the phases exhibiting distorted helical
structures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding ordering is a principal goal of physics. T
competition between different interactions manifests in
existence of various phases of condensed matter system
this paper we examine an orientational ordering observe
liquid crystals arising from a competition between interlay
interactions. This ordering is seen in some smectics, wh
are layered liquid-crystal phases with no long-range po
tional ordering within each layer. In the smectic-C ~Sm-C)
phase the molecular long axes are tilted from the layer n
mal. In the attempt to synthesize compounds exhibiting
chiral Sm-C ~Sm-C* ) phase with a large spontaneous pol
ization, different phases were discovered. The only appa
difference between these phases is the progression o
molecular orientation from layer to layer. First the antiferr
electric Sm-C* ~Sm-CA* ) phase was discovered, thereb
demonstrating that antiferroelectric ordering can exist w
out long-range positional ordering@1,2#. Subsequently, the
antiferroelectric phase with a four-layer unit cell~Sm CFI2* ),
the ferrielectric phase with a three-layer unit cell~Sm CFI1* ),
and the optically uniaxial phase~Sm Ca* ) were identified.
Some of these have been used in high-speed electro-op
switches@3#. Experiments support distorted helical structur
for the Sm-CFI2* and Sm-CFI1* phases, and an incommens
rate short-pitched helix for the Sm-Ca* phase with a pitch
length of greater than four layers@4–6#. The Sm-Ca* phase
arises from competition between nearest-neighbor and n
nearest-neighbor interactions@7,8#. No simple and complete
explanation for the existence of the Sm-CFI2* and Sm-CFI1*
phases is available, although attempts have been m
@9–11#. We present a discrete phenomenological model
predicts distorted four-layer~Sm-Cd4* ) and three-layer~Sm-
Cd3* ) phases, which may describe the Sm-CFI2* and Sm-CFI1*
phases, respectively. Moreover, two distinct Sm-Ca* phases
with different pitch size separated by the Sm-Cd4* phase are
found. In addition, the model yields the molecular arran
ments for the Sm-C* and Sm-CA* phases.

In what follows we first present a discrete phenome
logical model and discuss the six phases that it predicts.
next discuss the phase diagram that results from the mod
simplified version of the free-energy is then presented, wh
contains all of the components necessary to give a comp
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phase diagram in order to guide future theoretical work
thorough discussion of the results follows.

II. MODEL

To construct a phenomenological model of the Sm-C*
variant phases we need to define the vectorjW j

5u@cos(aj),sin(aj)# that describes the molecular tilt in laye
j. u anda j are the tilt magnitude and azimuthal orientatio
respectively. Figure 1~a! shows a cartoon of a single smect
layer while the ellipsoid in Fig. 1~b! represents the averag
molecular orientation of this layer.u anda for this layer are
also shown.a is defined as the angle between an arbitrar
chosen vector in the layer plane~in the picture the vector is
x̂) and the vector oriented along the projection of the m
ecule onto the layer plane.u is the angle between the laye
normal direction (ẑ) and the molecular long axis.

It is known that the direct interactions beyond the near
neighbors are small due to the lack of positional correlatio
between molecules in distant layers@12#. However, Čepič
and Žekš have considered both polar and tilt ordering a
shown that effective interactions up to fourth-nearest nei
bor can be significant@13#. For the steric interactions de
scribed below a term proportional to (jW j•jW j 11)2 is included
in the free-energy (G). We writeG of a sample withN layers
as

FIG. 1. ~a! A cartoon of one smectic layer.~b! A cartoon dis-
playing the average molecular orientation and the anglesu anda.
More detail is given in the text.
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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HereT0 is the ‘‘unrenormalized’’ transition temperature
the tilted phases. The first two terms are the usual mean-
expansion of the free-energy in terms of the primary or
parameter. The threef i terms describe effective interlaye
chiral interactions up to third-nearest neighbors and the f
ai terms account for effective interlayer interactions up
fourth-nearest neighbors that are not chiral in nature. A pl
sible physical origin of these expansion parameters,ai and
f i , can be found elsewhere@13,14#. This free-energy with
b.0 and no terms beyond next-nearest neighbors was
viously considered. It was suggested thatb arose from inter-
actions between quadrupolarly ordered transverse molec
dipoles in neighboring layers and should be positive@7#.
Here we argue that steric interactions are significant and
fer a change ina in adjacent layers of 0 orp over p/2, and
make b,0. The compounds exhibiting these phases ty
cally have a hockey stick shape@15#. This is probably the
cause of these steric interactions. Forb.0 only SmC* , Sm
CA* , Sm Ca* , and the bilayer phase~Sm CBi* ) are stable so-
lutions of the free-energy. However,b,0 suppresses SmCBi*
and stabilizes SmCd3* and SmCd4* . According to the analy-
sis by Čepič and Žekš, the effective interactions typically
follow ua1u.ua2u.ua3u.ua4u and u f 1u.u f 2u.u f 3u, although
this rule does not need to be strictly followed@13#. The pa-
rametera3 should be negative, while the other terms may
of either sign.

To find a minimum ofG numerically, only terms depend
ing on a j explicitly were considered. With a fixed set o
parameters, we seta j for each layer of our simulated film
~typically 30–100 layers in thickness! to a random value
between 0 and 2p. The layers were rotated until a loca
minimum was found. To find the global minimum, this pr
cedure was repeated from 10 to 100 times. To calculate
phase diagrams and physical quantities, such as the p
more quickly, we also input trial structures and found t
parameters and structure that gave the lowest free-en
Points along such curves were checked with the first te
nique to be certain that the structure with the global mi
mum free-energy was found.

III. DISCUSSION

Figure 2 displays the tilt orientation projected onto t
layer plane (c director! for phases that minimizeG. Figure
2~a! depicts thec director for the Sm-C* phase; thea vector
for this phase is (0,f,2f,3f, . . . ). Given a layer spacing
(d), the length of the helical pitch isd* 2p/f. The samea
vector can be written for the Sm-CA* @Fig. 2~b!#, Sm-Ca1*
@Fig. 2~c!#, and Sm-Ca2* @Fig. 2~d!# phases. Iff'p then the
phase is denoted as SmCA* ; if ufu,p/2 or ufu.p/2 we call
it Sm Ca1* or SmCa2* , respectively. In the parameter spa
we have studied, the two Sm-Ca* phases are separated by t
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Sm-Cd4* phase. Figures 2~e! and 2~f! depict thec director for
the Sm-Cd4* and Sm-Cd3* phases, respectively. Thea vectors
for Sm Cd4* and Sm Cd3* are (0,d,p12f,p12f
1d,4f, . . . ) and (0,p2d/21f,p1d/212f,3f, . . . ), re-
spectively. The distortion angles from the undistorted heli
structure with four- and three-layer unit cells are (p/22d)
and (2p/32d), respectively.

To summarize these phases, there are four simple he
phases, SmC* , SmCA* , SmCa1* , and SmCa2* , each with a
characteristic range of values for rotation of thec director
from layer to layer. There are two distorted-helix phases,
Cd4* and SmCd3* , which possess an approximately four- a
three-layer unit cell, respectively.

The molecular arrangements in the Sm-Cd4* ~Sm-Cd3* )
phase can be thought of as a simple distorted helix with p
of about four layers~three layers!. The distortion arises be
causeua j2a j 11u'p/2 costs energy, and distorting the hel
can minimizeG. In the Sm-Cd4* phase,udu is greater than
approximatelyuarcsin@2 f 1 /(2bu2)#u, whereudu5p/2 yields
an undistorted helix. In the Sm-Cd3* phase, no simple relation
for d was found.

Figure 3 exhibits the phase diagram for the parame
a3520.07 K, bu2520.2 K, and f 150.12 K as a func-
tion of a1 anda2. The parametersa4 , f 2, and f 3 should be
smaller than the other coefficients and are thus set to zero
simplicity. We have simulated the system with other reas
able choices fora4 , f 2, and f 3 and found that these higher
order terms do not significantly affect the phase diagram.
the lower-order terms that are set to nonzero values are
essary to produce a phase diagram with all of the Sm-C*
variant phases, as is described below. Although the par
etersa1 , a2 , a3, andf 1 appear to depend on each other fro
the analysis of Cˇ epič and Žekš @13#, they are actually inde-
pendent. In Ref.@13# the seven coefficients@i.e., ai and f i in
Eq. ~1!# describing the effective interlayer interactions a
functions of seven other parameters. Thus taking the co
tion with a45 f 25 f 3'0, we still have enough freedom t

FIG. 2. ~a!–~f! Cartoons depicting the tilt orientation of SmC* ,
Sm CA* , SmCa1* , SmCa2* , SmCd4* , and SmCd3* , respectively.
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set any value for the other four parameters:a1 , a2 , a3, and
f 1. So instead of assuming a specific form for the value
the various parameters, the simple approach of holding m
values constant and letting others (a1 anda2) vary has been
used. The values of the parameters held constant were
sen somewhat arbitrarily. The value of the ratio ofbu2/ f 1
was chosen to give a distortion angle similar to that found
experiments@4,5#. Generally, the parameters may not be
simple function of temperature. The lines on the figure sh
phase boundaries, where dotted lines denote the trans
from a simple helical solution to another in which the pit
appears to change smoothly. The shades of gray represef
measured in degrees. The distortion angles are shown in
4, where the angle is defined to be zero in the simple hel
phases.

From these figures we see that the Sm-C* phase exists
primarily in the region wherea1 and a2 are negative, i.e.
both favor ua j2a j 11u'0. The Sm-CA* phase is stabilized
wherea1.0 anda2,0. The Sm-C* –Sm-CA* transition oc-
curs at a1'22a3. The Sm-Cd4* phase is stable primarily
where a2.0 and a1 is not too large; for the paramete
chosen in the Sm-Cd4* phase the distortion angled'18°. The
Sm-Ca* phase is stabilized in both the upper-left and upp
right regions of the figure where there is competition fro
the terms proportional toa1 anda2. The Sm-Cd3* phase exists

FIG. 3. Phase diagram plotted asa2 versus a1 for a3

520.07 K, bu2520.2 K, f 150.12 K, and a45 f 25 f 350.
Path 1 and 2 are described in the text. The shades of gray repr
f.

FIG. 4. ~a! The distortion angled in degrees plotted asa2 versus
a1 for a3520.07 K, bu2520.2 K, f 150.12 K, and a45 f 2

5 f 350. The shades of gray representd. In the simple helical
phasesd is taken to be zero.
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only in a limited window neara1'a2'0. For the param-
eters chosen,d'30° in the Sm-Cd3* phase.

The values of the pitch have been plotted along the t
paths indicated in Fig. 3. Figure 5~a! shows pitch versusa2
~path 1! for a1521.5 K, thereby exhibiting the Sm
Ca1* –Sm-C* transition. As the transition is approached fro
Sm-Ca1* , the pitch increases slowly, then grows quickly aft
the transition to SmC* . The pitch depicted in Fig. 5~b!
follows path 2 witha1 varying anda250.8 K to show the
Sm-Ca1* –Sm-Cd4* –Sm-Ca2* transition indicated by the jump
in the pitch. The gray and black lines on the graph den
opposite handednesses of the pitch. For such a transition
pitch decreases upon approaching SmCd4* from Sm Ca1* .
After entering the Sm-Cd4* phase the pitch becomes muc
larger and changes sign. Further along the path the p
approaches infinity and changes sign again neara1'3a3.
The pitch becomes much smaller again after the S
Cd4* –Sm-Ca2* transition and decreases further asa1 in-
creases. The change in pitch handedness in SmCd4* is easy to
understand if the phase is thought of as a distortion from
simple helix with a pitch length of'4 layers. If the pitch of
the simple helix is less~greater! than 4, then the correspond
ing pitch in SmCd4* has one~the opposite! handedness. The
Sm-Cd3* phase may also show the same feature, but we h
not observed this in our calculation for reasonable param
choices because of its limited stability window. Along path
d does change.d has a minimum when the pitch is longes
and increases near the Sm-Ca1* –Sm-Cd4* and Sm-Ca2* –Sm-
Cd4* transitions.

The Sm-C* phase has a left-handed helix for a negat
f. Measurements of the pitch in the Sm-CA* phase are typi-
cally of the two-layer unit cell, so that a negativef leads to
an right-handed helix in measurements. Iff 1 , f 2, and f 3 do
not change greatly thenf should be of the same sign in bot
phases, and thus an opposite handedness of helical pitch
be measured in these two phases.

What are the essential criteria for the existence of the S
Cd4* and Sm-Cd3* phases? We find that forbu2,0 the Sm-

ent
FIG. 5. ~a! The pitch versusa2 along path 1 for the Sm-

Ca1* –Sm-C* transition.~b! The pitch versusa1 along path 2 for the
Sm-Ca1* –Sm-Cd4* –Sm-Ca2* transition.
2-3
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Cd4* phase exists. For SmCd3* , it is also necessary to have
negativea3.

In order to simplify the free-energy, it is useful to dete
mine the minimum number of terms that are necessary
produce the complete phase sequence seen in experim
For this only the terms proportional toa1 , a2 , a3 , f 1, andb
and those having only to do with the mean-field expansion
jW need to be considered. We have observed that the hig
order terms in the expansion do not significantly affect
phase sequence. So we may simplify Eq.~1! and write only
the essential terms of the free-energy that should be the s
ing point for further theoretical work. This can be written
Eq. ~2!,

G5A(
j 51
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ai~jW j•jW j 1 i !1b~jW j•jW j 11!2D . ~2!

The first two terms in Eq.~2! are the standard mean-fie
terms that describe a nonzero tilt below some critical te
perature. The chiral term proportional tof 1 is necessary to
describe the chiral properties of the Sm-C* variant phases
Thea1 term is necessary to account for the Sm-C* and Sm-
CA* phases. While a term that favors antiparallela in next-
nearest-neighbor layers is needed to account for the SmCd4*
phase. A term favoring parallel third-nearest-neighbor lay
is required to stabilize the Sm-Cd3* phase, and so thea3 term
is included. Finally, the term proportional to b is required
stabilize both the Sm-Cd3* and Sm-Cd4* phases by favoring tilt
orientations that are nearly parallel or antiparallel in adjac
layers for negativeb. No additional terms are necessary
describe the Sm-Ca* phase.

An interesting question to explore is what happens wh
the other parameters vary? We have found that the topo
of the phase diagram is relatively robust and does not cha
greatly as the parameters that were held constant in the
amples given here are varied. Asbu2 approaches zero th
phase space of the distorted-helix phases decreases. B
creasing f 1, the helical pitch of the Sm-C* and Sm-CA*
phases becomes shorter. The sign off 1 decides the handed
ness of the pitch. As the ratio betweenf 1 andbu2 changes,
so doesd in the distorted-helix phases. The largerubu2u is
relative to f 1, the more distorted the phases become. In
Sm Cd4* the distortion angle is approximately equal
uarcsin@2 f 1 /(2bu2)#u when the pitch length is large.a3
does not have a large effect. It is most noticeable that aa3

increases the Sm-Cd3* phase becomes more stable.
Does SmCd4* ~SmCd3* ) describe SmCFI2* ~SmCFI1* )? The

structures of SmCd4* and SmCd3* match what was propose
to explain the optical and resonant x-ray data@4,5#. Several
experimentally measurable features could provide furt
evidence of the validity of this theory. The theory predic
that the Sm-Cd4* pitch length passes through infinity and th
pitch changes handedness for some phase space paths
cause different compounds travel through phase space d
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ently as a function of temperature, some compounds sho
exhibit this feature. If the chirality terms do not chang
greatly, as they should not for most compounds, then
same handedness should be found for the Sm-Cd3* pitch ~as-
suming this is not one of the rare cases described below! and
the measured Sm-CA* pitch, but the opposite for the Sm-C*
pitch. Although we can not rule out that the Sm-Cd3* phase
may exhibit the same pitch as SmC* in some compounds
we believe this will be quite rare as we could not produ
this with reasonable choices of parameters.

The Sm-C* variant phases are caused by the competit
of polar and steric interactions which are of the same or
of magnitude. Thus, small changes in temperat
(;20 K) lead to a diverse group of phases. It is therefo
expected that different compounds would have very differ
phase sequences as the interactions for these compo
should have different temperature dependencies. Howe
most of the compounds studied exhibiting these phases h
the same basic molecular structure, so it is not surprising
the phase sequences is similar among these compounds~gen-
erally Sm Ca* –Sm C* –Sm CFI2* –Sm CFI1* –Sm CA* upon
cooling!. Compounds that differ in a critical manner ma
exhibit other phase sequences, such as SmCFI2* observed at a
higher temperature than SmC* .

This theory explains why three- and four-layer unit ce
are stable for a range of parameters. Without the addition
a distortion there is no particular reason why a four-lay
~three-layer! unit cell is favored over a helix with a pitch o
length 4.5 layers~3.5 layers!, for example. However, experi
ments demonstrate that the four-layer unit cell is stable
numerous compounds for a 1° –5° K temperature range@6#.
The stability of these unit cells can be explained if they a
distorted helical structures. Consider the Sm-Cd4* phase with
an infinite pitch length (f50) when a2 is positive. The
next-nearest-neighbor interactions are at a minimum as tc
directors of the next-nearest-neighbor layers are antipara
When a finite pitch (fÞ0) appears, then there is a signifi
cant cost in the next-nearest-neighbor energy without a s
stantial gain in the nearest-neighbor energy. This implies
for a small change in the parameters, the state of the sys
will not change greatly, and thus the Sm-Cd4* phase is stabi-
lized. A similar argument follows for the Sm-Cd3* phase.

Many compounds exhibit the Sm-Ca1* phase. Experimen-
tal results demonstrate that the variation of the pitch len
through the Sm-Ca1* –Sm-C* transition shows either an
abrupt jump from approximately five layers to several hu
dred layers@16# or a continuous evolution from 10 to 8
layers with a very fast change at the transition tempera
@8#. Without a symmetry change through the Sm-Ca1* –Sm-
C* transition this is similar to the liquid-gas transition. Thu
the Sm-Ca1* –Sm-C* transition should have a first-order tran
sition line that terminates at a critical point. Beyond the cr
cal point, a continuous evolution between these two pha
becomes possible. The Sm-Ca2* phase has just recently bee
experimentally identified by our research group in one co
pound@17#.
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IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have proposed a phenomenological f
energy containing what we believe is the minimum num
of parameters necessary to describe the stability of all
observed Sm-C* variant phases. In particular, this fre
energy expansion with a proper set of parameters enab
to demonstrate the stability of the four- and three-layer u
cell with distorted helical structures. To the best of o
knowledge this has not been previously achieved. We s
gest that the distorted phases describe the Sm-CFI1* and Sm-
CFI2* phases. The pitch length in the Sm-CFI2* phase is pre-
dicted to approach infinity and change signs along so
paths through phase space~and thus for some compounds!.
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The theory predicts a new distinct short helical pitch pha
~Sm Ca2* ) with a pitch between two and four layers. Durin
the review process of this manuscript our research group
successfully identified the existence of such a phase in
compound@17#. Further experimental characterization of th
Sm-CFI2* and Sm-Ca2* phases of different liquid-crystal com
pounds are in progress to test this phenomenological mo
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